SINGLE USE COURIER ENVELOPE - FORMULA BAG
1 The envelopes are made from strong, water-resistante material
Closing of the envelope: with strong, „hot melt” adhesive.

2 Barcoding, sequential numbering and micro-printing at the seams.
3 One side of the standard type has barcode, seq. no, and writing

areas. The „sender, consignee, content, delivery note no., others”
box names are shown in English and Hungarian as well.
4 The microprinting at the seams of the envelopes increases their
security . It prevents tampering by cutting the side of the envelope
open and – without leaving a trace - re-welding them. This makes
mechanical tampering visible.
5 Customized versions are also available above certain quantity.
APPLICATION, SPECIFICATIONS
-

Formula bags are used by courier companies and for the movement of
documents, data sheets, etc.

-

Its advantages compared with the traditional envelope are the water
resistante, strong, difficult-to-tear material.
The strong hot melt adhesive, the barcode, the sequential numbering,
the microprinting and the writable areas ensure the easy handling.

-

Material

COEX LDPE
Outside: whitegray. Inside:
black.
Nontransparent.
Transparent, PE

Envelopes can also be customised (minimum order quantity is
depending on the size) by placing logo, barcode, sequential
numbering on the product. Production of the envelopes allows
different sizes and colours. They can be produced with control
receipts, which can be torn off; Additional carrying handle on the
envelopes or pocket for documents, microprintings are as an option.

Customized envelopes
Minimum order quantity depends on
size
Marking &
Custom size
numbering
Barcode,
sequential
numbering,
customer’s logo
and microprintings
in colors, etc.
possible

Possible

Standard envelope

Standard size

Further marking
options

325 x 460 + 40 x
0,07 mm

Upon request with
individual printing
possible

-

-

All statements, technical information and recommendations herein are based on tests the Manufacturer believes to be
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness thereof is not guaranteed and the following is made in lieu of all warrantees,
expressed or implied, including the implied warrantees of merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller’s and Manufacturer’s
only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Before using, User shall determine the
suitability of the product for it’s intended use, and User assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Seller
reserves the right to improve the product and accordingly change the specification without notice. Neither Seller or
Manufacturer shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage, direct, incidental or consequential, arising out
of the use of or the inability to use the product. No statement or recommendation not contained herein shall have any force or
effect unless in an agreement signed by officers of or Seller and Manufacturer.
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